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Winthrop University Archives 
Preliminary Descriptive Inventory 
 
Unit:  _Library Publications_      Record Group no:  _W409.1_ 
Sub-Group:  ______________      Sub-group no:  __ 
Series:  _Dear Ida…_       Series no:  _8_ 
 
 
Description of series and its contents: 
This series consists of the Dear Ida… newsletter produced by the Winthrop Library for Library 
employees. Issues are organized in chronological order. 
 
Box(es)  Folder(s) Contents       Year(s) 
1 1 Dear Ida…        1982 
1 2 Dear Ida…        1983 
1 3 Dear Ida…        1984 
1 4 Dear Ida…        1985 
1 5 Dear Ida…        1986 
1 6 Dear Ida…        1987 
2 7 Dear Ida…        1988 
2 8 Dear Ida…        1989 
2 9 Dear Ida…        1990 
3 10-11 Dear Ida…        1991 
3 12-13 Dear Ida…        1991-1992 
3 14 Dear Ida…        1993 
4 15 Dear Ida…        1994 
4 16 Dear Ida…        1995 
4 17 Dear Ida…        1996 
5 18 Dear Ida…        1997 
5 19 Dear Ida…        1998 
5 20 Dear Ida…        1999 
5 21 Dear Ida…        2000 
5 22 Dear Ida…        2002-2003 
6 23 Dear Ida…        2004-2005 
6 24 Dear Ida…        2006 
6 25 Dear Ida…        2007 
6 26 Dear Ida…        2008-2009 
6 27 Dear Ida…        2013 
6 28 Dear Ida…        2014 
6-7 29-30 Dear Ida…        2015 
7 31 Dear Ida…        2016 
7 32 Dear Ida…        2017 
7 33 Dear Ida…        2018 
7 34 Dear Ida…        2019 
 
